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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION,
PRONUNCIATION,  AND

PROPER NOUNS

The Kurdish language is written in a number of different scripts. The Ara-

bic script is most common in Iraq, followed by the Latin script. Because of

its similarity to English, I use the romanized script in this book. I render

many Kurdish words, and words from neighboring languages such as

Arabic, Turkish, and Persian that are used in spoken and written Kurdish,

in their most common English spelling, even if such a spelling is not stan-

dard in the romanized Kurdish script. Examples include “Zakho,” the name

of a town that in Kurdish is spelled “Zaxo,” and “peshmerga,” the word for

resistance fighters that in Kurdish is spelled “pêşmerge.” In other cases, 

I retain the spelling in English that is closest to the Kurdish spelling, but

without Kurdish diacritics. An example is “Silemani,” the name of a city

that in Kurdish is spelled “Silêmanî” (and this city is often referred to by

other authors writing in English by a transliteration of its Arabic pronun-

ciation, such as “Sulaymaniyah”). When quoting another author, I leave

spellings as they are in the original.

Kurdish encompasses several significant dialects and many sub-

dialects. Most of the colloquial Kurdish featured in this book is from the 

Behdini Kurmanji dialect.

Some places have multiple names that are derived from different 

languages or different historical periods. For example, the capital of the

Kurdistan Region is the city that is known as “Hewler” (Hewlêr) in Kurdish

but “Erbil” in Arabic. The latter tends to be more common in English-

language sources. I favor the former in this book, but also use the latter.

Pronunciation Guide for the Kurdish Roman Alphabet

A, a a in father

C, c j in June, jar



Ç, ç ch in church

E, e e in bet

Ê, ê a in bake

G, g g in go

Ḧ, ḧ “heavy” h

I, i i in kit

Î, î ee in seen

J, j s in vision

O, o o in oat (but shorter)

Q, q phryngeal q

R, r flapped r

RR, rr trilled r

Ş, ş sh in shop

U, u u as in put, a short vowel

Û, û oo in soon, a long vowel

X, x as ch in Scottish “loch” (sometimes rendered “kh”)

Ẋ, ẋ as in “X, x,” but voiced

’ glottal stop

‘ ayin, a guttural sound  

Kurdish has fourteen additional letters. These particular letters are listed

either because they differ from English, or because if used in English they

could signify more than one sound.
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